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Rigid Body Dynamics for Space Applications explores the modern problems of spaceflight mechanics, such as attitude dynamics of re-entry
and space debris in Earth's atmosphere; dynamics and control of coaxial satellite gyrostats; deployment, dynamics, and control of a tetherassisted return mission of a re-entry capsule; and removal of large space debris by a tether tow. Most space systems can be considered as a
system of rigid bodies, with additional elastic and viscoelastic elements and fuel residuals in some cases. This guide shows the nature of the
phenomena and explains the behavior of space objects. Researchers working on spacecraft attitude dynamics or space debris removal as
well as those in the fields of mechanics, aerospace engineering, and aerospace science will benefit from this book. Provides a complete
treatise of modeling attitude for a range of novel and modern attitude control problems of spaceflight mechanics Features chapters on the
application of rigid body dynamics to atmospheric re-entries, tethered assisted re-entry, and tethered space debris removal Shows relatively
simple ways of constructing mathematical models and analytical solutions describing the behavior of very complex material systems Uses
modern methods of regular and chaotic dynamics to obtain results
ENGINEERING MECHANICS: STATICS, 4E, written by authors Andrew Pytel and Jaan Kiusalaas, provides readers with a solid
understanding of statics without the overload of extraneous detail. The authors use their extensive teaching experience and first-hand
knowledge to deliver a presentation that's ideally suited to the skills of today's learners. This edition clearly introduces critical concepts using
features that connect real problems and examples with the fundamentals of engineering mechanics. Readers learn how to effectively analyze
problems before substituting numbers into formulas -- a skill that will benefit them tremendously as they encounter real problems that do not
always fit into standard formulas. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Provides an introduction to numerical methods for students in engineering. It uses Python 3, an easy-to-use, high-level programming
language.
Written for advanced study in digital systems design, Roth/John’s DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN USING VHDL, 3E integrates the use of the
industry-standard hardware description language, VHDL, into the digital design process. The book begins with a valuable review of basic
logic design concepts before introducing the fundamentals of VHDL. The book concludes with detailed coverage of advanced VHDL topics.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Numerical Methods in Engineering with Python, a student text, and a reference for practicing engineers.
This leading book in the field focuses on what materials specifications and design are most effective based on function and actual loadcarrying capacity. Written in an accessible style, it emphasizes the basics, such as design, equilibrium, material behavior and geometry of
deformation in simple structures or machines. Readers will also find a thorough treatment of stress, strain, and the stress-strain relationships.
These topics are covered before the customary treatments of axial loading, torsion, flexure, and buckling.
Engineering Mechanics: Combined Statics & Dynamics, Twelfth Editionis ideal for civil and mechanical engineering professionals. In his
substantial revision ofEngineering Mechanics, R.C. Hibbeler empowers students to succeed in the whole learning experience. Hibbeler
achieves this by calling on his everyday classroom experience and his knowledge of how students learn inside and outside of lecture. In
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addition to over 50% new homework problems, the twelfth edition introduces the new elements ofConceptual Problems,Fundamental
ProblemsandMasteringEngineering, the most technologically advanced online tutorial and homework system.
This book contains the most important formulas and more than 190 completely solved problems from Kinetics and Hydrodynamics. It
provides engineering students material to improve their skills and helps to gain experience in solving engineering problems. Particular
emphasis is placed on finding the solution path and formulating the basic equations. Topics include: - Kinematics of a Point - Kinetics of a
Point Mass - Dynamics of a System of Point Masses - Kinematics of Rigid Bodies - Kinetics of Rigid Bodies - Impact - Vibrations - NonInertial Reference Frames - Hydrodynamics
Nationally regarded authors Andrew Pytel and Jaan Kiusalaas bring a depth of experience that can't be surpassed in this third edition of
Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics. They have refined their solid coverage of the material without overloading it with extraneous detail and
have revised the now 2-color text to be even more concise and appropriate to today's engineering student. The text discusses the application
of the fundamentals of Newtonian dynamics and applies them to real-world engineering problems. An accompanying Study Guide is also
available for this text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Consisting entirely of SI units and measurement, this text aims to provide readers with comprehensive understanding of the role and scope of
mechanics. It features the option of using computers to solve problems, adding a dimension of realism to mechanics.
Separation of the elements of classical mechanics into kinematics and dynamics is an uncommon tutorial approach, but the author uses it to
advantage in this two-volume set. Students gain a mastery of kinematics first – a solid foundation for the later study of the free-body
formulation of the dynamics problem. A key objective of these volumes, which present a vector treatment of the principles of mechanics, is to
help the student gain confidence in transforming problems into appropriate mathematical language that may be manipulated to give useful
physical conclusions or specific numerical results. In the first volume, the elements of vector calculus and the matrix algebra are reviewed in
appendices. Unusual mathematical topics, such as singularity functions and some elements of tensor analysis, are introduced within the text.
A logical and systematic building of well-known kinematic concepts, theorems, and formulas, illustrated by examples and problems, is
presented offering insights into both fundamentals and applications. Problems amplify the material and pave the way for advanced study of
topics in mechanical design analysis, advanced kinematics of mechanisms and analytical dynamics, mechanical vibrations and controls, and
continuum mechanics of solids and fluids. Volume I of Principles of Engineering Mechanics provides the basis for a stimulating and rewarding
one-term course for advanced undergraduate and first-year graduate students specializing in mechanics, engineering science, engineering
physics, applied mathematics, materials science, and mechanical, aerospace, and civil engineering. Professionals working in related fields of
applied mathematics will find it a practical review and a quick reference for questions involving basic kinematics.
Throughout its previous four editions, Combustion has made a very complex subject both enjoyable and understandable to its student
readers and a pleasure for instructors to teach. With its clearly articulated physical and chemical processes of flame combustion and smooth,
logical transitions to engineering applications, this new edition continues that tradition. Greatly expanded end-of-chapter problem sets and
new areas of combustion engineering applications make it even easier for students to grasp the significance of combustion to a wide range of
engineering practice, from transportation to energy generation to environmental impacts. Combustion engineering is the study of rapid energy
and mass transfer usually through the common physical phenomena of flame oxidation. It covers the physics and chemistry of this process
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and the engineering applications—including power generation in internal combustion automobile engines and gas turbine engines. Renewed
concerns about energy efficiency and fuel costs, along with continued concerns over toxic and particulate emissions, make this a crucial area
of engineering. New chapter on new combustion concepts and technologies, including discussion on nanotechnology as related to
combustion, as well as microgravity combustion, microcombustion, and catalytic combustion—all interrelated and discussed by considering
scaling issues (e.g., length and time scales) New information on sensitivity analysis of reaction mechanisms and generation and application
of reduced mechanisms Expanded coverage of turbulent reactive flows to better illustrate real-world applications Important new sections on
stabilization of diffusion flames—for the first time, the concept of triple flames will be introduced and discussed in the context of diffusion flame
stabilization
Vector Mechanics for Engineers: Statics provides conceptually accurate and thorough coverage, and its problem-solving methodology gives
students the best opportunity to learn statics. This new edition features a significantly refreshed problem set. Key Features Chapter openers
with real-life examples and outlines previewing objectives Careful, step-by-step presentation of lessons Sample problems with the solution
laid out in a single page, allowing students to easily see important key problem types Solving Problems on Your Own boxes that prepare
students for the problem sets Forty percent of the problems updated from the previous edition
The second edition of MECHANICS OF MATERIALS by Pytel and Kiusalaas is a concise examination of the fundamentals of Mechanics of
Materials. The book maintains the hallmark organization of the previous edition as well as the time-tested problem solving methodology,
which incorporates outlines of procedures and numerous sample problems to help ease students through the transition from theory to
problem analysis. Emphasis is placed on giving students the introduction to the field that they need along with the problem-solving skills that
will help them in their subsequent studies. This is demonstrated in the text by the presentation of fundamental principles before the
introduction of advanced/special topics.
Engineering Mechanics is written in a style that is concise and authoritative which has been thoroughly tested and proven for organization of
topics and presentation of theory geared to student understanding. The major emphasis is on basic principles and problem formulation rather
than on a multitude of special cases. The authors have received widespread acclaim from students and instructors for their attention to detail
and remarkably error–free treatment.
The second edition of MECHANICS OF MATERIALS by Pytel and Kiusalaas is a concise examination of the fundamentals of Mechanics of
Materials. The book maintains the hallmark organization of the previous edition as well as the time-tested problem solving methodology,
which incorporates outlines of procedures and numerous sample problems to help ease students through the transition from theory to
problem analysis. Emphasis is placed on giving students the introduction to the field that they need along with the problem-solving skills that
will help them in their subsequent studies. This is demonstrated in the text by the presentation of fundamental principles before the
introduction of advanced/special topics. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Emphasizing how one applies FEM to practical engineering problems, this text provides a thorough introduction to the methods of finite
analysis and applies these methods to problems of stress analysis, thermal analysis, fluid flow analysis, and lubrication.
Discover a simple, direct approach that highlights the basics you need within A FIRST COURSE IN THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD, 6E.
This unique book is written so both undergraduate and graduate readers can easily comprehend the content without the usual prerequisites,
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such as structural analysis. The book is written primarily as a basic learning tool for those studying civil and mechanical engineering who are
primarily interested in stress analysis and heat transfer. The text offers ideal preparation for utilizing the finite element method as a tool to
solve practical physical problems. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This book covers the essential topics for a second-level course in strength of materials or mechanics of materials, with an emphasis on
techniques that are useful for mechanical design. Design typically involves an initial conceptual stage during which many options are
considered. At this stage, quick approximate analytical methods are crucial in determining which of the initial proposals are feasible. The ideal
would be to get within 30% with a few lines of calculation. The designer also needs to develop experience as to the kinds of features in the
geometry or the loading that are most likely to lead to critical conditions. With this in mind, the author tries wherever possible to give a
physical and even an intuitive interpretation to the problems under investigation. For example, students are encouraged to estimate the
location of weak and strong bending axes and the resulting neutral axis of bending before performing calculations, and the author discusses
ways of getting good accuracy with a simple one degree of freedom Rayleigh-Ritz approximation. Students are also encouraged to develop a
feeling for structural deformation by performing simple experiments in their outside environment, such as estimating the radius to which an
initially straight bar can be bent without producing permanent deformation, or convincing themselves of the dramatic difference between
torsional and bending stiffness for a thin-walled open beam section by trying to bend and then twist a structural steel beam by hand-applied
loads at one end. In choosing dimensions for mechanical components, designers will expect to be guided by criteria of minimum weight,
which with elementary calculations, generally leads to a thin-walled structure as an optimal solution. This consideration motivates the
emphasis on thin-walled structures, but also demands that students be introduced to the limits imposed by structural instability. Emphasis is
also placed on the effect of manufacturing errors on such highly-designed structures - for example, the effect of load misalignment on a beam
with a large ratio between principal stiffness and the large magnification of initial alignment or loading errors in a strut below, but not too far
below the buckling load. Additional material can be found on http://extras.springer.com/ .
This Second Edition of the go-to reference combines the classical analysis and modern applications of applied mathematics for chemical
engineers. The book introduces traditional techniques for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs), adding new material on approximate
solution methods such as perturbation techniques and elementary numerical solutions. It also includes analytical methods to deal with
important classes of finite-difference equations. The last half discusses numerical solution techniques and partial differential equations
(PDEs). The reader will then be equipped to apply mathematics in the formulation of problems in chemical engineering. Like the first edition,
there are many examples provided as homework and worked examples.

Readers gain a solid understanding of Newtonian dynamics and its application to real-world problems with Pytel/Kiusalaas'
ENGINEERING MECHANICS: DYNAMICS, 4E. This edition clearly introduces critical concepts using learning features that
connect real problems and examples with the fundamentals of engineering mechanics. Readers learn how to effectively analyze
problems before substituting numbers into formulas. This skill prepares readers to encounter real life problems that do not always
fit into standard formulas. The book begins with the analysis of particle dynamics, before considering the motion of rigid-bodies.
The book discusses in detail the three fundamental methods of problem solution: force-mass-acceleration, work-energy, and
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impulse-momentum, including the use of numerical methods. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Known for its accuracy, clarity, and dependability, Meriam, Kraige, and Bolton's Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics 8th Edition has
provided a solid foundation of mechanics principles for more than 60 years. Now in its eighth edition, the text continues to help
students develop their problem-solving skills with an extensive variety of engaging problems related to engineering design. In
addition to new homework problems, the text includes a number of helpful sample problems. To help students build necessary
visualization and problem-solving skills, the text strongly emphasizes drawing free-body diagrams- one of the most important skills
needed to solve mechanics problems.
Formerly titled Quality Control, the field's most accessible introduction to quality has been renamed and revamped to focus on
quantitative aspects of quality improvement. New chapters on Lean Enterprise, Six Sigma, Experimental Design, and Taguchi's
Quality Engineering have been added, and this new Ninth Edition adds comprehensive coverage of fundamental statistical quality
improvement concepts. A practical state-of-the-art approach is stressed throughout, and sufficient theory is presented to ensure
that students develop a solid understanding of basic quality principles. To improve accessibility, probability and statistical
techniques are presented through simpler math or developed via tables and charts. As with previous editions, this text is written to
serve a widely diverse audience of students, including the growing number of “math shy” individuals who must play key roles in
quality improvement.
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development -- Utilities and energy efficient design -- Process
simulation -- Instrumentation and process control -- Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -- Estimating revenues and
production costs -- Economic evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -- General site considerations -- Optimization in
design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and design -- Design of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors
and mixers -- Separation of fluids -- Separation columns (distillation, absorption and extraction) -- Specification and design of
solids-handling equipment -- Heat transfer equipment -- Transport and storage of fluids.
Designed to provide a more mature, in-depth treatment of mechanics this book focuses on developing a solid understanding of
basic principles rather than rote learning of specific methodologies.
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